
MARK ROMERO
Tune Your Life to the Highest Expression

 of Who You Are!

Mark’s transformational music presentations will tune you to your highest 
personal frequency of joy and achievement. When you change your life 
frequency, the world around you shifts to match it! Mark’s powerful 
presentations will transform your personal vibration so you can...  
 
  

Achieve Vibrational Succcess!

Break free from limiting stories 
 Shape your life into anything you desire
 
Ignite your passion and purpose
 Tap into your personal power 

   

Our thoughts produce vibrations that transmit instantly 

 

The guitar is a wonderful metaphor for our lives. The strings represent the aspects; the 
strumming is the action; and the music is the result. No matter how masterfully you play 
life’s game, if your strings aren’t in tune, you will never reach your full potential! 

Mark’s talks are perfect for... corporations and 

Each service is customized to your group’s needs, 

 business groups, executive managers, sales reps,  
entrepreneurs, churches, and colleges.

whether it’s a keynote, interactive workshop, or 

to the Quantum Field, which responds accordingly - and these 
 vibrations shape our lives. You’ll experience the physical and  

In this companion program to Mark’s keynote presentation, he deepens the experience for the 
entire group by composing live, intention-based music that helps onstage participants break through 
challenges. He  then brings this individual work back to the whole audience, creating a space for each 
participant to benefit. 

WORKOUT / BREAKOUT SESSION
Tune Up Your Life and Tune In to Vibrational Success

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION 
Vibrational Success: Unleash the Magnificent YOU!

breakout session.

 emotional results that happen when we shift from limiting thoughts 

Discover a Revolutionary New Approach for Creating a Successful Life!

 and optimize our personal energy.

During his powerful, music-filled presentations, 
Mark engages volunteers and demonstrates how 
changing one’s energy can instantly transform 
their perceptions.
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ic A 19-year veteran of the high-tech industry, Mark started a company in his garage and 

 turned it into a 15 million dollar a year business. Even with all the material success, Mark 
 felt a sense of discontent. Wanting to be of service, Mark walked away from his company 

 to become a motivational speaker, but was forced to reinvent himself when he found that the  
 old principles of success no longer worked.
Facing financial ruin, Mark was challenged to adapt new mindsets. Around this time a quantum 

 improve health and levels of consciousness. From this discovery, Mark created a revolutionary
new approach that combines his music with ground-breaking mindsets that empower people
 to break through limiting thoughts. 

Mark Romero...

physicist and former consultant to NASA discovered that Mark’s music had the power to   

Since then, Mark has become a world-renowned expert at fine-tuning people’s 
personal energy. His cutting-edge musical presentations have helped thousands 
of individuals, entrepreneurs, and organizations, and he has shared the stage 
with global leaders at many prestigious development conferences. His 
CDs that support tapping into our personal power to achieve 

“I identify where people are out of tune. I then provide
intentional musical compositions that shift their mind 
sets and help them step into their power.”
Mark Romero

Clients include
eWomen Network ~ Prudential California Realty
ASTD-PIHRA ~ T. HarvEker’s Extreme Health
Washington State Employees Credit Union
Unity Centers for Spiritual Discovery 
Robert Allen’s Inner Wealth ~ AMA 
Mark V. Hansen’s Inner Circle

What people are saying...

“Mark uses the art of music to deliver messages

“Mark definitely has his finger on the pulse of what I have
 been looking for and perhaps what society needs more then 

ever!” 
 

Book Mark Romero today to tune up your group!
Contact Lynn Wakefield

Ph: 714 - 540 - 2333
lynn@speakersnow.info

extraordinary success are in demand worldwide.

of motivation and achievement that allow
participants to open doors to infinite, untapped 
possibilities and experience extraordinary
results!”

~ Randall Blaum, CEO Marketing Experts International

~ Kevin Fitzgerald, CEO Fitzgerald Tours and Cruises, Inc.

www.facebook.com/MarkRomeroMusic
http://www.linkedin.com/in/markromeromusic
http://twitter.com/markromeromusic
http://markromeromusic.com/



